ARRIVALS LEVEL SHUTTLE IMPACTS
Terminal 2 Pedestrian Bridge Demolition

RESCHEDULED: Tuesday, February 9 and Wednesday, February 10 from 12AM to 4AM

ACTIVITY
The Pedestrian Bridge between Parking Structure 2A and Terminal 2 will be demolished February 9 and 10, nightly from 12AM to 4AM, as part of the Automated People Mover Project. During both nights of demolition, all CTA roadway lanes at Terminal 2 will be closed. Detours for all shuttle operations will be in place along with flaggers and detour signage.

CLOSED
• All CTA Arrivals Level Lanes at Terminal 2
• All Shuttle Stops at Terminal 1
• FlyAway, LAX Airline Connection and LAX-it Shuttle Stops at Terminal 2
  • Signage will be in place directing guests to next available shuttle stops

MAINTAINED
• Shared Ride Van and Rental Car shuttles will U-Turn at Terminal 2 for pick-up
• Ingress to and egress from Inner Lanes maintained for all LAWA Shuttles
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TERMINAL 2: SHARED RIDE VAN & RENTAL CAR U-TURN
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